ESR reveals the mobility of the neck linker in dimeric kinesin.
Conventional kinesin is a highly processive motor that converts the chemical energy of ATP hydrolysis into the unidirectional motility along microtubules. The processivity is thought to depend on the coordination between ATPase cycles of two motor domains and their neck linkers. Here we have used site-directed spin labeling electron spin resonance (SDSL-ESR) to determine the conformation of the neck linker in kinesin dimer in the presence and absence of microtubules. The spectra show that the neck linkers co-exist in both docked and disordered conformations, which is consistent with the results of monomeric kinesin. In all nucleotide states, however, the neck linkers are well ordered when dimeric kinesin is bound to the microtubule. This result suggests that the orientation of each neck linker that is fixed rigidly controls the kinesin motion along microtubule tracks.